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Elegant 0-day unicorn underscores “serious concerns” about Linux security

Scriptless exploit bypasses state-of-the-art protections baked into the OS.

DAN GOODIN - 11/22/2016, 3:48 PM
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&\text{buf}[n+1] \\
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– A. Miele. *Buffer Overflow Vulnerabilities in CUDA: A Preliminary Analysis*.
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CPU and GPU as part of the same package

Diagram showing CPU and GPU accessing shared memory, with the possibility of buffer overflow and shared memory corruption.
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```plaintext
assert(x == y + z)
```
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CPU and GPU as part of the same package
- Every GPU buffer overflow may affect CPU data
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---

**BUFFER OVERFLOW DETECTION METHODOLOGY**

**CANARY-BASED DETECTION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>buf</td>
<td>buf+1</td>
<td>buf+2</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>buf+n</td>
<td>verify</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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- Inserting known values around a protected region.

- buf[n+1]
- memcpy(buf, src, n+5)

```
buf
buf+1
buf+2
...  buf+n

... canary ... return addr
```
buffers[n+1]
memcpy(buf, src, n+5)

Inserting known values around a protected region.
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- Inserting known values around a protected region.

- buf[n+1]
- memcpy(buf, src, n+5)

```c
buf[n+1]
memcpy(buf, src, n+5)
```

overflow src[n+1] – [n+4]
BUFFER OVERFLOW DETECTION METHODOLOGY
CANARY-BASED DETECTION

- Inserting known values around a protected region.

- `buf[n+1]`
- `memcpy(buf, src, n+5)`

![Diagram showing buffer overflow detection methodology with canary values around a protected region.](image)
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CANARY-BASED DETECTION

- Inserting known values around a protected region.

- buf[n+1]
- memcpy(buf, src, n+5)

![Diagram showing buffer overflow detection methodology with canary and return address verification.](image)
Inserting known values around a protected region.

buf[n+1]

memcpy(buf, src, n+5)
BUFFER OVERFLOW DETECTION METHODOLOGY
CANARY-BASED DETECTION

- Inserting known values around a protected region.

- buf[n+1]
- memcpy(buf, src, n+5)

Absence of known canary values alerts to invalid writes.
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## WRAPPING THE OPENCL™ API

### BUFFER AND IMAGE CREATION

- **Attach canaries to memory objects**

- **Buffer Creation**
  - Calls to `clCreateBuffer`, `clCreateSubBuffer` or `clSVMAlloc`
  - Increase space requested, fill end with canary

- **Image Creation**
  - Calls to `clCreateImage`, `clCreateImage2D`, or `clCreateImage3D`
  - Potential for multi dimensional overflow
  - Add canary regions to each dimension

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buffer</th>
<th>Canary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Row0</th>
<th>Canary</th>
<th></th>
<th>Canary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canary</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Canary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canary</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Canary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canary</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Canary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canary Row</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Canary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

---

---
Attach canaries to memory objects

Buffer Creation
- Calls to `clCreateBuffer`, `clCreateSubBuffer` or `clSVMAlloc`
- Increase space requested, fill end with canary

Image Creation
- Calls to `clCreateImage`, `clCreateImage2D`, or `clCreateImage3D`
- Potential for multi dimensional overflow
- Add canary regions to each dimension
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Do the work of detecting buffer overflows
On call to `clEnqueueNDRangeKernel`

- Enqueue the kernel
- Retrieve affected buffers
- Run the canary check
- Report errors
GOALS

BUILDING clARMOR

Software tool to detect buffer overflows caused by GPU
  –clARMOR found 13 GPU buffer overflows in 7 programs

Runnable with most OpenCL™ applications
  –Tested for GPU and CPU device types from multiple vendors

Low runtime overhead
  –14% overhead across 175 applications in 16 GPU benchmark suites
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- Event-based programming wherever possible
- GPU check kernels enqueue behind work kernels and wait on completion
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TEST SETUP
HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS AND BENCHMARKS SUITES

▲ 3.7 GHz AMD A10-7850K CPU
  – 32 GB of DDR3-1866
▲ AMD FirePro™ W9100 discrete GPU
  – 930 MHz core frequency
  – 320 GB/s of memory bandwidth
  – 16 GB of GDDR5 memory
▲ 3rd Generation PCIe® x8 CPU–GPU connection
▲ 175 benchmarks in 16 benchmark suites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suite</th>
<th>Num Benchmarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMDAPP</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINANCEBENCH</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPUESTREAM</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HETEROMARK</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANTEVO</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPB_OCL</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPENDWARFS</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANNOTIA</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARBOIL</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHORONIX</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLYBENCH</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROXYAPPS</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RODINIA</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHOC</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STREAMMR</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIENNACL</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Hetero-Mark OpenCL™ 1.2 SW Overflow Error

**Kernel**

```c
__kernel void sw_compute0(...
    const unsigned M_LEN,
    ...)
{
    int x = get_global_id(0);
    int y = get_global_id(1);
    cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>
}
```

**Host**

```c
size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len_; ... 

cu_ = clCreateBuffer(context_, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE, sizeInBytes, NULL, &err);
...

const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};
...

err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel_sw_compute0_, 6, sizeof(cl_mem),
    reinterpret_cast<void *>(&cu_));
...

err = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmdQueue_,
    kernel_sw_compute0_, 2, NULL, globalSize,
    localSize, 0, NULL, NULL);
```
Kernel

__kernel void sw_compute0(...
    const unsigned M_LEN,
    ...
    __global double *cu,
    ...
) {
    int x = get_global_id(0);
    int y = get_global_id(1);
    cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>
    ...
}

Host

size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len_
...
cu_ = clCreateBuffer(context_, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE, sizeInBytes, NULL, &err);
...
const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};
...
err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel_sw_compute0_, 6, sizeof(cl_mem),
                     reinterpret_cast<void *>(&cu_));
...
earr = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmdQueue_,
    kernel_sw_compute0_, 2, NULL, globalSize,
    localSize, 0, NULL, NULL);
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Kernel

```c
__kernel void sw_compute0(...)  
   const unsigned M_LEN,  
   __global double *cu,  
   ... ) {  
   int x = get_global_id(0);  
   int y = get_global_id(1);  
   cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>  
   ... }
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...  
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...  
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   kernel_sw_compute0_, 2, NULL, globalSize,  
   localSize, 0, NULL, NULL);
```
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Kernel

```c
__kernel void sw_compute0(...
  const unsigned M_LEN,
  ...
  __global double *cu,
  ...
) {
  int x = get_global_id(0);
  int y = get_global_id(1);
  cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>
  ...
}
```

Host

```c
size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len;
...
cu_ = clCreateBuffer(context_, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE,
  sizeInBytes, NULL, &err);
...
const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};
...
err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel_sw_compute0_, 6,
  sizeof(cl_mem),
  reinterpret_cast<void *>(&cu_));
...
err = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmdQueue_,
  kernel_sw_compute0_, 2, NULL, globalSize,
  localSize, 0, NULL, NULL);
```
Kernel

```c
__kernel void sw_compute0(...
    const unsigned M_LEN,
    ...
    __global double *cu,
    ...
)
{
    int x = get_global_id(0);
    int y = get_global_id(1);
    cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>
    ...
}
```

Host

```c
size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len_;
...
cu_ = clCreateBuffer(context_, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE, sizeInBytes, NULL, &err);
...
const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};
...
err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel_sw_compute0_, 6, sizeof(cl_mem),
                       reinterpret_cast<void *>(&cu_));
...
err = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmdQueue_,
                             kernel_sw_compute0_, 2, NULL, globalSize,
                             localSize, 0, NULL, NULL);
```
Kernel

__kernel void sw_compute0(...
    const unsigned M_LEN,
    ...
    __global double *cu,
    ...
)
{
    int x = get_global_id(0);
    int y = get_global_id(1);
    cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>
    ...
}

Host

size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len_;  
...

cu_ = clCreateBuffer(context_, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE,  
    sizeInBytes, NULL, &err);
...

const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};
...

err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel_sw_compute0_, 6,  
    sizeof(cl_mem),  
    reinterpret_cast<void *>(&cu_));
...

t = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmdQueue_,  
    kernel_sw_compute0_, 2, NULL, globalSize,  
    localSize, 0, NULL, NULL);
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Kernel

```c
__kernel void sw_compute0(
    ... const unsigned M_LEN,
    ... __global double *cu,
    ... ) {
int x = get_global_id(0);
int y = get_global_id(1);
cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>
    ...
}
```

Host

```c
size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len_;
...
cu_ = clCreateBuffer(context_, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE, sizeInBytes, NULL, &err);
...
const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};
...
err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel_sw_compute0_, 6,
    sizeof(cl_mem),
    reinterpret_cast<void *>(&cu_));
...
err = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmdQueue_,
    kernel_sw_compute0_, 2, NULL, globalSize,
    localSize, 0, NULL, NULL);
```
Kernel

```c
__kernel void sw_compute0(
    const unsigned M_LEN,
    ...__global double *cu,
    ... ) {
    int x = get_global_id(0);
    int y = get_global_id(1);
    cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>
    ...}
```

Host

```c
size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len_;  
...  
cu_ = clCreateBuffer(context_, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE,  
    sizeInBytes, NULL, &err);  
...  
const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};  
...  
err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel_sw_compute0_, 6,  
    sizeof(cl_mem),  
    reinterpret_cast<void *>(cu_));  
...  
err = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmdQueue_,  
    kernel_sw_compute0_, 2, NULL, globalSize,  
    localSize, 0, NULL, NULL);  
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Kernel

```c
__kernel void sw_compute0(...
    const unsigned M_LEN,
    ...
    __global double *cu,
    ...
) {  
    int x = get_global_id(0);
    int y = get_global_id(1);
    cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>
    ...
}
```

Host

```c
size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len_;  
...

cu_ = clCreateBuffer(context_, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE,  
    sizeInBytes, NULL, &err);
...

const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};
...

err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel_sw_compute0_, 6,  
    sizeof(cl_mem),  
    reinterpret_cast<void *>(&cu_));
...

err = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmdQueue_,  
    kernel_sw_compute0_, 2, NULL, globalSize,  
    localSize, 0, NULL, NULL);
```
Kernel

__kernel void sw_compute0(...
  const unsigned M_LEN,
  ...
  __global double *cu,
  ...
) {
  int x = get_global_id(0);
  int y = get_global_id(1);
  cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>
  ...
}

Host

size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len_;
...

   cu_ = clCreateBuffer(context_, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE, sizeInBytes, NULL, &err);
...

   const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};
...

   err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel_sw_compute0_, 6, sizeof(cl_mem),
                         reinterpret_cast<void *>(&cu_));
...

   err = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmdQueue_,
                                kernel_sw_compute0_, 2, NULL, globalSize,
                                localSize, 0, NULL, NULL);
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**Kernel**

```c
__kernel void sw_compute0(...)  
    const unsigned M_LEN,  
    ...  
    __global double *cu,  
    ... ) {
    int x = get_global_id(0);  
    int y = get_global_id(1);  
    cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>  
    ...  
}
```

**Host**

```c
size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len_;  
...  
cu_ = clCreateBuffer(context_, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE,  
    sizeInBytes, NULL, &err);  
...  
const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};  
...  
err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel_sw_compute0_, 6,  
    sizeof(cl_mem),  
    reinterpret_cast<void *>(&cu_));  
...  
err = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmdQueue_,  
    kernel_sw_compute0_, 2, NULL, globalSize,  
    localSize, 0, NULL, NULL);
```
Kernel

```c
__kernel void sw_compute0(...) {
    const unsigned M_LEN,
    ...__global double *cu,
    ...)
    {
        int x = get_global_id(0);
        int y = get_global_id(1);
        cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>
    }
}
```

Host

```c
size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len_;... 
cu_ = clCreateBuffer(context_, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE, 
        sizeInBytes, NULL, &err);
        ... 
        const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};
        ... 
        err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel_sw_compute0_, 6, 
            sizeof(cl_mem),
            reinterpret_cast<void *>(&cu_));
        ...
        err = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmdQueue_,
            kernel_sw_compute0_, 2, NULL, globalSize,
            localSize, 0, NULL, NULL);
```
Kernel

```c
__kernel void sw_compute0(...
    const unsigned M_LEN,
    ...
    __global double *cu,
    ...
) {
    int x = get_global_id(0);
    int y = get_global_id(1);
    cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>
    ...
}
```

Host

```c
size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len_;
...

cu_ = clCreateBuffer(context_, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE,
    sizeInBytes, NULL, &err);
...

const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};
...

err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel_sw_compute0_, 6,
    sizeof(cl_mem),
    reinterpret_cast<void *>(&cu_));
...

err = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmdQueue_,
    kernel_sw_compute0_, 2, NULL, globalSize,
    localSize, 0, NULL, NULL);
```
**Kernel**

```c
__kernel void sw_compute0(...
    const unsigned M_LEN,
    ...
    __global double *cu,
    ...
) {
    int x = get_global_id(0);
    int y = get_global_id(1);
    cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>
    ...
}
```

**Host**

```c
size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len_;
...
cu_ = clCreateBuffer(context_, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE, sizeInBytes, NULL, &err);
...
const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};
...
err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel_sw_compute0_, 6,
    sizeof(cl_mem),
    reinterpret_cast<void *>(&cu_));
...
err = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmdQueue_,
    kernel_sw_compute0_, 2, NULL, globalSize,
    localSize, 0, NULL, NULL);
```
Kernel

```c
__kernel void sw_compute0(
    ...
    const unsigned M_LEN,
    ...
    __global double *cu,
    ...
) {

    int x = get_global_id(0);
    int y = get_global_id(1);
    cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>
    ...
}
```

Host

```c
size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len_;
...

cu_ = clCreateBuffer(context_, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE, sizeInBytes, NULL, &err);
...

const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};
...

err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel_sw_compute0_, 6, sizeof(cl_mem),
                        reinterpret_cast<void *>(&cu_));
...

er = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmdQueue_,
                             kernel_sw_compute0_,
                             2, NULL,
                             globalSize,
                             localSize, 0, NULL, NULL);
```
**Kernel**

```c
__kernel void sw_compute0(...
  const unsigned M_LEN,  
  ...  
__global double *cu,
  ... ) {
  int x = get_global_id(0);
  int y = get_global_id(1);
  cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>
  ...  
}
```

- `(y + 1) * M_LEN + x`
- `x = m - 1`
- `y = n - 1`
- `m == M_LEN`

**Host**

```c
size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len_;  
...

cu_ = clCreateBuffer(context_, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE,  
  sizeInBytes, NULL, &err);
...

const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};
...

err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel_sw_compute0_, 6,  
  sizeof(cl_mem),  
  reinterpret_cast<void *>(&cu_));
...

err = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmdQueue_,  
  kernel_sw_compute0_, 2, NULL, globalSize,  
  localSize, 0, NULL, NULL);
```
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Kernel

```c
__kernel void sw_compute0(...) {
    const unsigned M_LEN,
        ... __global double *cu,
        ... ) { 
        int x = get_global_id(0);
        int y = get_global_id(1);
        cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>
        ... 
    } 

    (y + 1) * M_LEN + x
    (y + 1) * m + x
    x = m - 1
    y = n - 1
    m == M_LEN
```

Host

```c
size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len_; 
...

cu_ = clCreateBuffer(context_, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE, sizeInBytes, NULL, &err);
...
const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};
...
err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel_sw_compute0_, 6, sizeof(cl_mem), 
    reinterpret_cast<void *>(&cu_));
...
err = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmdQueue_, 
    kernel_sw_compute0_, 2, NULL, globalSize, 
    localSize, 0, NULL, NULL);
```
Kernel

```c
__kernel void sw_compute0(...
    const unsigned M_LEN, 
    ...
    __global double *cu,
    ...
) {

    int x = get_global_id(0);
    int y = get_global_id(1);
    cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>

}
```

Host

```c
size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len_; 
...
cu_ = clCreateBuffer(context_, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE, 
    sizeInBytes, NULL, &err);
...
const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};
...
err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel_sw_compute0_, 6, 
    sizeof(cl_mem), 
    reinterpret_cast<void *>(&cu_));
...
err = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmdQueue_,
    kernel_sw_compute0_, 2, NULL, globalSize, 
    localSize, 0, NULL, NULL);
```
Kernel

__kernel void sw_compute0(...
    const unsigned M_LEN,
    ...
    __global double *cu,
    ...
) {

    int x = get_global_id(0);
    int y = get_global_id(1);
    cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>

    ...
}

Host

size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len_;  
...

    cu_ = clCreateBuffer(context_, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE,     
        sizeInBytes, NULL, &err);
...

    const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};
...

    err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel_sw_compute0_, 6,     
        sizeof(cl_mem),
        reinterpret_cast<void *>(&cu_));
...

    err = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmdQueue_,     
        kernel_sw_compute0_, 2, NULL, globalSize,     
        localSize, 0, NULL, NULL);
Kernel
__kernel void sw_compute0(...
    const unsigned M_LEN,
    ...
    __global double *cu,
    ...
    ) {
    int x = get_global_id(0);
    int y = get_global_id(1);
    cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>
    ...
}

Host
size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len_;
...
cu_ = clCreateBuffer(context_, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE, sizeInBytes, NULL, &err);
...
const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};
...
err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel_sw_compute0_, 6, sizeof(cl_mem),
    reinterpret_cast<void *>(&cu_));
...
err = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmdQueue_,
    kernel_sw_compute0_, 2, NULL, globalSize,
    localSize, 0, NULL, NULL);
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**Kernel**

```c
__kernel void sw_compute0(...
    const unsigned M_LEN,
    ...
    __global double *cu,
    ...
) {
    int x = get_global_id(0);
    int y = get_global_id(1);
    cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>
    ...
}
```

**Host**

```c
size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len_;
...

... cu_ = clCreateBuffer(context_, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE,
    sizeInBytes, NULL, &err);
...

const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};
...
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    sizeof(cl_mem),
    reinterpret_cast<void *>(&cu_));
...
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Kernel

```c
__kernel void sw_compute0(...
    const unsigned M_LEN,
    ...)
{
    int x = get_global_id(0);
    int y = get_global_id(1);
    cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>
}
```

Host

```c
size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len;
...
cu_ = clCreateBuffer(context_, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE,
                     sizeInBytes, NULL, &err);
...
const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};
...
err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel_sw_compute0_, 6,
                      sizeof(cl_mem),
                      reinterpret_cast<void*>(&cu_));
...
err = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmdQueue_,
                             kernel_sw_compute0_, 2, NULL, globalSize,
                             localSize, 0, NULL, NULL);
```

```c
(y + 1) * M_LEN + x
(y + 1) * m + x
(n) * m + x
n * m + m - 1
```

```
x = m - 1
y = n - 1
m == M_LEN
```
Kernel

```c
__kernel void sw_compute0(...
  const unsigned M_LEN,
  ...
  __global double *cu,
  ...
) {
  int x = get_global_id(0);
  int y = get_global_id(1);
  cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>
};
```

Host

```c
size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len_;
...

const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};
...
err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel_sw_compute0_, 6,
  sizeof(cl_mem),
  reinterpret_cast<void *>(&cu_));
...
err = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmdQueue_,
  kernel_sw_compute0_, 2, NULL, globalSize,
  localSize, 0, NULL, NULL);
```
Kernel

__kernel void sw_compute0(...
    const unsigned M_LEN,
    ...)
{
    int x = get_global_id(0);
    int y = get_global_id(1);
    cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>
}

(size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len;
...

const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};
...

err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel_sw_compute0_, 6,
    sizeof(cl_mem),
    reinterpret_cast<void *>(&cu_));
...

err = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmdQueue_,
    kernel_sw_compute0_, 2, NULL, globalSize,
    localSize, 0, NULL, NULL);

(y + 1) * M_LEN + x
(y + 1) * m + x
(n) * m + x
n * m + m - 1
m * n - 1 + m > m * n - 1
Hetero-Mark OpenCL™ 1.2 SW Overflow Error

Kernel

```c
__kernel void sw_compute0(...
    const unsigned M_LEN,
    ...
    __global double *cu,
    ...
) {
    int x = get_global_id(0);
    int y = get_global_id(1);
    cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>
}
```

Host

```c
size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len_;  

...  

cu_ = clCreateBuffer(context_, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE,
    sizeInBytes, NULL, &err);

...  

const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};

...  

err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel_sw_compute0_, 6,
    sizeof(cl_mem),
    reinterpret_cast<void *>(&cu_));

...  

err = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmdQueue_,
    kernel_sw_compute0_, 2, NULL, globalSize,
    localSize, 0, NULL, NULL);
```

```
(y + 1) * M_LEN + x  
(y + 1) * m + x  
(n) * m + x  
n * m + m - 1  
m - n - 1 + m > m - n - 1  
m > 0
```

Kernel Host
Kernel

```c
__kernel void sw_compute0(...
    const unsigned M_LEN,
    ...
    __global double *cu,
    ...

    int x = get_global_id(0);
    int y = get_global_id(1);
    cu[(y + 1) * M_LEN + x] = <input_equation>
    ...
}
```

Host

```c
size_t sizeInBytes = sizeof(double) * m_len_ * n_len_;
...
    cu_ = clCreateBuffer(context_, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE,
        sizeInBytes, NULL, &err);
    ...
    const size_t globalSize[2] = {m_len_, n_len_};
    ...
    err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel_sw_compute0_, 6,
        sizeof(cl_mem),
        reinterpret_cast<void *>(&cu_));
    ...
    err = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmdQueue_,
        kernel_sw_compute0_, 2, NULL,
        globalSize, 0, NULL, NULL);
```
CONCLUSION

CLARMOR IS READY FOR YOU TO USE

- Canary-based detection scheme finds GPU write overflows
  - 13 GPU buffer overflows in 7 programs
- Works for most OpenCL™ applications
  - Running on GPU or CPU, not vendor specific
- Near real time detection
  - 14% overhead across 175 applications in 16 GPU benchmark suites

- Open Sourced
  - https://github.com/GPUOpen-ProfessionalCompute-Tools/clARMOR
  - Branch available for reproducing paper measurements
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MEMORY OVERHEAD
cLARMOR: Loaded CL.WRAPPER
**ATTENTION:** Buffer overflow detected ************
Kernel: sw_compute0, Buffer: cu
First observed writing 1 byte(s) past the end.
Exiting application because of buffer overflow.